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Task Force Meeting #3 Notes 
27 November 2017 
 
Catherine Hernandez, DSD, welcomed everyone and opened the meeting stating the intent of Meeting 

#3 was to hear from the two working groups; the first, led by John Cooley, focused on residential infill; 

and the second, led James McKnight, focused on mixed-use infill.  Unfortunately, the robust discussion 

on residential infill filled the agenda, so the second working group was rescheduled to the next Task 

Force meeting in January. 

John Cooley presentation: 

Mr. Cooley gave a good, focused synopsis of the working group for residential infill.  The overarching 

themes were: 1) that the IDZ application process needs overhauled as points of confliction between 

developers and neighbors tend to linger deep in the zoning process, or go completely unresolved until a 

zoning issue is decided with one winner, and one loser; 2) the focus of the application process and 

approval should focus on how the development fits the existing neighborhood context (density, 

intensity, character, etc.) with the goal of early resolution of issues between developers and neighbors.  

Mr. Cooley noted that less intense residential development should have an easier application 

(streamlined) process and that more intense development require more review to reach contextual 

neighborhood fit.  

Chrissy McCain reminded everyone that City Council approves development applications – what the use 

is, how intense it is (or will be) and how it fits. 

Irby Hightower cautioned to be careful of incentivizing higher-end, “granular infill,” e.g. more up-front 

design as it tends drive development costs up and “knockout” more affordable housing. 

Ms. McCain added “IDZ shouldn’t be used to legislate design.” 

Tony Garcia noted that neighborhoods don’t know what standards are applied until they see developer’s 

applications.  That this applied not only to residential developments, but also other uses/buildings 

developed in the neighborhood, e.g. school on McCullough.  Terry Ibanez added contextual fit should be 

considered for everything within the retail ring of adjacent neighborhoods. 

This led to a group discussion on mixed-use development (Mr. McKnight’s working group focus area) 

within the IDZ context with Russell Yeager noting that IDZ is being used to apply mixed-use form and 

usage, rather than MXD code.  Jorge DeLaGarza clarified the issue is specific to lot size, as ½ acre (~ FAR 

of 0.25) and below are “mostly residential.”  

Ms. McCain added “mixed-use and residential are different” – that IDZ is often the only option, 

especially in historic districts, and that Mr. Cooley’s R1 – R3 example made perfect sense in residential 

zoning.  She related that her experience with IDZ in District 1 that “context” was the singular issue 

between neighbors and developers. 

Mr. Cooley noted that it “seemed hard for staff to review cases” and asked what “is the process?” Can 

the process be improved or enhanced.  Mr. Garcia also asked about the application process for NCDs. 
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Cat responded that NCD is an option for neighborhoods to conserve features and character without 

going “full historic”.  She reminded the task force that neighborhood associations can sign-up for 

automatic notifications of development applications for NCDs and historic districts.  She then described 

the administrative process for ‘by rezone’ – in that developers could request IDZ rezone then later apply 

for variances through BOA.   

Mr. DeLaGarza mentioned for the Jefferson Neighborhood Conservation District that design standards 

controlled for basic issues such as volume (mass), setbacks and heights; and that other design standards 

could be “negotiated” within the NCD. 

Ms. Ybanez, Mission San Jose, NA, voiced an issue with granting variances by stating it was the “BOA 

cases that bothered us” most.  The NA wanted changes, but the developer then went to BOA, bypassing 

the NA setting a precedent for variance as a “way around” design standards which are “vital to the 

Mission district.” “How do you assure developers do what they say they will do?”  Cat responded by 

stating that all property owners within 200 feet of development are notified of BOA applications, and 

that BOA is necessary to allow developers to “get around a brick wall” when needed.  Like the IDZ 

process, variance is a process as well. 

Mr. Hightower commented to “be careful with standards” especially zoning standards – that this often 

forces reviewing staff to make yes/no decisions, versus proposing alternative ideas.  Mr. Garcia 

countered that IDZ standards are necessary.  That in his experience within historic design review process 

that “guidelines are not standards” and that “interpretation depends on commissioner.”  Mr. Hightower 

responded there are “so many places in San Antonio that don’t have design standards” and that even in 

the King William historic district design standards would be problematic given the “block by block” 

variance of the neighborhood pattern.  Ms. McCain noted different tiers of design standard application – 

existing structures and rehabilitation of those need protections, but that with new construction “design 

standards are okay.” 

Mr. DeLaGarza stated he covers every proposal for his NA and that it would be helpful for developers to 

“front load” information on proposed developments to which Mr. Cooley agreed the need to “avoid a 

drug out fight” over proposed development.   

Ms. Ybanez surfaced an equity issue on design standards “how come they (developers) can get a 

variance, but I can’t?” – that this sends a mixed message to NAs.  She added that “I’ve learned a lot in 

the last two years,” but that the process needs to be consistent and easy to understand with good 

guidelines.  “Clarity is important” and that it is currently “confusing for average Joes.”  This prompted a 

healthy discussion on citizen zoning education. 

Mr. DeLaGarza stated “the education component needs to be a part of this”.  Nick Rivard noted the 

current Neighborhood Leadership Academy is “not good enough” and that developing “civic (zoning) 

literacy” would serve to help bridge the gap between NAs and development community.  Cat noted that 

COSA Housing Services is crafting an updated neighborhood academy program and Melissa Rameriz 

added that this was a joint collaborative effort between Housing and Neighborhood Services (HNS) and 

DSD.  Cat concluded that a DSD Training Academy would be available in December.   
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Ms. McCain commented the need to continue to identify IDZ changes – that 1) people understand 

residential, 2) that the MXD issue is “one of the main reasons” why IDZ needs to continue to be used 

and 3) that IDZ needs “to be left alone” for vertical and corridor developments. 

Parking surfaced as an issue when Tom Carter asked Mr. Cooley is his working group addressed parking 

or traffic issues.  The response was no. 

Mr. Hightower pointed out the inconsistency in the city’s zoning requirements for residential parking.  

While market demand drives two parking spots for cars in suburban single family residential, there is no 

actual code requirement to provide those two spots, yet the city requires two car parking for multifamily 

residential.  Cat acknowledged and stated that there is an option to add a 50 percent of base zone 

parking requirement into the new IDZ code with a provision to lower, contextually driven, parking 

requirements through the zoning process. 

Ms. McCain then surfaced the parking and IDZ related ‘conditional use’ issue, e.g. that many residents 

desiring home-based businesses are seeking IDZ approval as a means to skirt parking requirements for a 

conditional use.  Mr. Cooley noted this issue is also relative to live-work development, e.g. R3 with 

conditional use.  R1 through R2 IDZ with conditional use was also stated as a potential solution.  Ms. 

McCain then asked if there was another way to get a parking waiver.  The response was that conditional 

use is tied to property title.  Ms. McCain said the application process was “onerous for residents” 

wanting home-based businesses. 

This discussion led to the observation from Nick Rivard of “how many IDZs do we need?”  What are the 

least amount of categories needed; NCDs, historic, conditional, mixed-use, an parking overlay?  Susan 

Guinn advised the task force to resist a recommendation for creating a parking overlay.  It was then 

noted the BOA has a process to waive parking requirements.   

Mr. McKnight pointed out that MF-33 with IDZ overlay is used as way to get out of parking 

requirements, bringing a response that IDZ is specific to geographic area boundaries.  Ms. Guinn then 

reminded the task force that infill policy is driven by Federal policy down as a means to address center 

city degradation issues, thus the reason why IDZ in San Antonio has a center-city focus, e.g. CRAG.  

Mr. McKnight then responded that while IDZ should be broken into three categories (small infill 

(residential), MXD infill up to 25 acres and MCPD for greater than 25 acres that it is useful to developers 

outside the 410 Loop as a way to develop small street projects.  

Mr. Hightower noted MXD and MCPD “doesn’t work,” providing Brooks City as an example.  He added 

that the current MXD code is “hardest” to use due to differing commercial parking requirements, e.g. 

retail differs from restaurant parking.  This makes it exceeding difficult to use as developers must 

determine the leased commercial mix of a project prior to application. This prompted discussion on 

which applications require site plans as part of the application process.  While R1 and R2 do not, Mr. 

Carter noted that IDZ used as base zoning for site renovation requires a site plan.   
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Before moving to public comment and questions, Ms. Guinn advised the city may need to rework 

parking requirements. Cat concluded the task force portion of the meeting by reminding members the 

next scheduled meeting is January 22nd.  

Public comment (Evelyn Brown, Dignowity Hill): 

 There is a big issue of city consideration for developers over historic districts 

 Cars are a problem with infill development; e.g. 12 apartment units and no parking 

 City needs to close ‘loop-holes’ for developers 

 IDZ is a “catch all”  

 IDZ does not belong in historic preservation districts 

 Zero setbacks is a huge issue 

The last comment prompted a task force discussion on the need to establish minimum site setbacks for 

fire/emergency response – an issue surfaced by SAFD to DSD.  The TF should be prepared to discuss 

further at the next meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


